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Abstract. Robotic systems have applications in many real-life scenarios, ranging from household cleaning to critical operations. RoboChart
is a graphical language for describing robotic controllers designed specifically for autonomous and mobile robots, providing architectural constructs to identify the requirements for a robotic platform. It also provides a formal semantics in CSP. RoboChart has a probabilistic operator
( P ) but no associated probabilistic CSP semantics. When P is used,
currently a non-deterministic choice (⊓) is used as semantics; this is a
conservative semantics but it does not allow the analysis of stochastic
properties. In this paper we define the semantics of the operator P in
terms of the probabilistic CSP operator ⊞. We also show how this augmented CSP semantics for RoboChart can be translated into the PRISM
probabilistic language to be able to check stochastic properties.
Keywords: Robotic systems, CSP, probabilistic analysis, PRISM
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Introduction

Robotic systems have been used in many real-life scenarios, ranging from simple
domestic assistants [18] (household cleaning) to safety-critical activities, such
as driverless cars [4] and pilotless aircraft [27]. Despite their complexity, the
current practice for implementing such robots applications is performed in an
ad-hoc manner. These practices are often based on standard state machines,
without formal semantics, to describe the robot controller only.
In [21], a domain-specific modelling language, called RoboChart, based on
UML, is proposed. It is a graphical language for describing robotic controllers,
specifically designed for autonomous and mobile robots. It provides architectural
constructs to identify the requirements for a robotic platform. Features of the
RoboChart graphical notation allow, for instance, the behavioural description of
timed, continuous, and probabilistic properties.
Concerning formal verification, RoboChart has a formal semantics in CSP [23]
that can be automatically calculated by RoboTool3 , a tool that supports the use
of RoboChart. CSP is a well established process algebra to model and verify concurrent systems. It defines the behaviours of a system in terms of events and the
3
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interactions of processes. CSP has support for model checking with FDR [25],
which provides a high degree of automation for early validation. Using FDR, we
can, for instance, establish determinism, and absence of deadlock and divergence.
Besides functional aspects, RoboChart has also a probabilistic operator ( P )
that can be used to express stochastic behaviours. Currently, however, it has no
associated probabilistic CSP semantics. When it is present, for instance, between
processes P and Q, a non-deterministic choice (P ⊓ Q) is used as semantics.
The work reported in [8] presents a version of FDR supporting the probabilistic operator ⊞. But instead of modifying the FDR algorithm itself to perform
probabilistic analysis, the work [8] adds a new algorithm that creates a PRISM
specification [14] from a probabilistic CSP specification. This translation was
named WatchDog Transformation. PRISM is a probabilistic language and model
checking tool (both have the same name) which has already been successfully deployed in a wide range of application domains, such as real-time communication
protocols, robots applications, and biological signalling pathways.
In this paper we define the semantics of the RoboChart probabilistic operator
P in terms of the CSP probabilistic operator ⊞, preserving all the original
CSP semantics of RoboChart. To check for probabilistic properties, we specify
a CSP property specification; this is different from the usual way of handling
probabilistic model checking, which is based on a temporal logic language to
express properties. We then reuse the WatchDog Transformation provided by [8],
which combines the two CSP processes (property and process under analysis),
yielding a PRISM specification. With this specification, we just have to check
for a specific probabilistic temporal logic formula using the PRISM tool.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. The next section provides
an overview of RoboChart, and its CSP semantics. Section 3 briefly presents
PRISM. The translation from CSP to PRISM is discussed in Section 4. Section 5
presents our proposed strategy, and case studies are described in Section 6.
Finally, we draw our conclusions, and discuss future work in Section 7.

2

RoboChart

RoboChart [21] is a UML-like notation designed for modelling autonomous and
mobile robots. It provides constructs for capturing the architectural patterns of
typical timed and reactive robotic systems, and probabilistic primitives as well.
As opposed to other approaches for describing robotic systems, RoboChart has
a formal semantics that can be automatically calculated.
We give an overview of RoboChart using a toy model, as illustrated in Figure 1. A robotic system is defined in RoboChart by a module. In our example, it
is called CFootBot, and specifies a robot that can move around and detect obstacles. A module contains a robotic platform and one or more controllers that run
on this platform. The robotic platform FootBot defines the interface of the system with its environment, via variables, operations, and events. In our example,
the operation move(lv,av) captures the movement of the robot with linear speed
lv and angular speed av. The event obstacle occurs when the robot gets close
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to any object in its environment; it is an abstraction of a sensor that detects
obstacles. There may be one or more controllers, interacting with the platform
via asynchronous events, and between them via synchronous or asynchronous
events. Our example has just a single controller Movement. The behaviour of a
controller is defined by one or more state machines, specifying threads of execution. Here, the behaviour of Movement is defined by the machine SMovement.

Event
State machine
Operation

Constant
Robotic Platform
Required Interface

Initial state
Used Interface
Clock

Controller
Event
Provided Interface

Fig. 1. RoboChart: obstacle detection

Interfaces can group variables, operations, and events. In Figure 1, the interface MovementI has only the operation move(lv,av), provided by the robotic
platform, and required by the controller. ObstacleI has just the event obstacle,
which is used in the platform, the controller, and the state machine. In general,
different events may be connected, as long as they have the same type, or no
type. Types are used when an event communicates an input or output value.
A state machine is the main behavioural construct of RoboChart. It is similar
to that in UML, except that they have a well defined action language. In our
example, the behaviour of SMovement is as follows: upon entry in the state
Moving, after calling the operation move(lv,0), the robot waits for one time unit.
The operation call move(lv,0) takes no time; it can be, for example, implemented
as a simple assignment to the register of an actuator. The machine, however, is
blocked by wait(1) for one time unit (which is a budget for the platform to react
to this operation) before it completes entry to Moving.
SMovement declares a clock MBC. In Moving, when an obstacle is detected,
MBC is reset (#MBC) and the machine moves to the state Turning. There, a
call move(0,av) turns the robot. A transition back to Moving is guarded by
since(MBC) >= PI/av. As soon as the guard is satisfied, the transition is taken.
The guard requires that the value of MBC is greater than or equal to that of
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PI/av, to ensure that the robot waits enough time to turn PI degrees, before
going back to Moving, and proceeding in a straight line again.
There may be one or more controllers, interacting with the platform via
asynchronous events, and between them via synchronous or asynchronous events.
Here, we have just a single controller CForaging. The behaviour of a controller is
defined by one or more state machines, specifying threads of execution. In the
example, the behaviour of CForaging is defined by the machine SForaging.
Interfaces can group variables, operations, and events. In Figure 1, the interface IForaging has the events stop, forage and flip, which are used in the platform,
the controller, and the state machine. In general, different events may be connected, as long as they have the same type, or no type. Types are used when an
event communicates an input or output value.
Further information regarding RoboChart can be found in [21, 22, 20].
2.1

Semantics

The semantics of RoboChart is defined using a dialect of CSP called tockCSP [23]. It is used to describe concurrent reactive systems that are composed
by interacting components, which are independent entities called processes, that
can be combined using high level operators to create complex concurrent systems. In tock-CSP, a special event tock marks the discrete passage of time.
Before presenting the semantics for our example, we first introduce the required CSP syntax. The process SKIP represents the terminating process, and
STOP represents a deadlock process. The prefixing a → P is initially able to
perform only the simple event a, and behaves like process P after that. Events
may also be compound. For instance, b.n is composed by the channel b and the
value n. The process P 2 Q is an external choice between process P and Q.
The process P ; Q combines the processes P and Q in sequence. The process
if b then P else Q behaves as P if b holds and as Q otherwise. Further information regarding CSP can be found in [23].
We present below a CSP process CFootBot that specifies the behaviour of
our example in Figure 1. The formal semantics of RoboChart is implemented by
a tool (RoboTool) that automatically calculates a process that is equivalent to
CFootBot below.
CFootBot = EMoving; Obstacle; ETurning; wait(PI /av ); CFootBot
CFootBot composes in sequence processes EMoving, Obstacle, ETurning, and
wait(PI/av) followed by a recursive call. EMoving is below; it engages in the event
moveCall.lv.0, which represents the operation call move(lv,0) in the entry action
of the state Moving. In sequence (prefixing operator →), EMoving engages in the
moveRet event that marks the return of that operation, and then behaves like
the process wait(1).
EMoving = moveCall .lv .0 → moveRet → wait(1)
wait(n) = if n == 0 then SKIP else tock → wait(n − 1)
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The definition of the parameterised process wait(n) is recursive; it engages
in n occurrences of tock to mark the passage of n time units, and after that
terminates: SKIP . So, wait(1) corresponds directly to the wait(1) primitive of
RoboChart. The process Obstacle defined below allows time to pass until an
event obstacle occurs, when it then terminates. So, the events obstacle and tock
are offered in an external choice (2).
Obstacle = obstacle → SKIP 2 tock → Obstacle
Finally, the process EntryTurning models the entry action of Turning.
EntryTurning = moveCall .0.av → moveRet → SKIP

3

PRISM

Probabilistic model checking [1] is a complementary form of model checking
aiming at analyzing stochastic systems. The specification describes the behaviour
of the system in terms of probabilities (or rates) in which a transition can occur.
Probabilistic model checkers can be used to analyze quantitative properties
of (non-deterministic) probabilistic systems by applying rigorous mathematicsbased techniques to establish the correctness of such properties. The use of probabilistic model checkers reduces the costs during the construction of a real system
by verifying in advance that a specific property does not conform to what is
expected about it. This is useful to redesign models.
There are some tools that specialize in probabilistic model checking. The
most well-known are: PRISM [14], Storm [3], PEPA [26], and MRMC [11].
This work focuses in the syntax of the language PRISM, which can be analyzed by the PRISM tool, the Storm model checker and other probabilistic model
checkers as well. The next section gives an overview of PRISM.
The PRISM Language The PRISM language [14] is a probabilistic specification language designed to model and analyze systems of several application
domains, such as multimedia protocols, randomized distributed algorithms, security protocols, and many others.
The PRISM tool uses a specification language also called PRISM. It is an
ASCII representation of a Markov chain/process, having states, guarded commands and probabilistic temporal logics such as PCTL, CSL, LTL and PCTL∗ .
PRISM can be used to effectively analyze probabilistic models such as Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMCs), Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMCs),
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), Probabilistic Automata (PAs), and Probabilistic Timed Automata (PTAs).
To introduce the syntax of the PRISM language, consider the simple probabilistic algorithm due to Knuth and Yao [12] for emulating a 6-sided die with a
fair coin (see Figure 2) that can be found in the PRISM website4 . The PRISM
code corresponding to this algorithm can be seen in what follows.
4
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Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of the 6-sided die with a fair coin

dtmc
module die
s : [0..7] init 4;
d : [0..6] init 0;
[] s = 0 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 1) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 2);
[] s = 1 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 3) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 4);
[] s = 2 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 5) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 6);
[] s = 3 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 1) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 7)&(d ′ = 1);
[] s = 4 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 7) & (d ′ = 2) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 7) &(d ′ = 3);
[] s = 5 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 7) & (d ′ = 4) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 7) &(d ′ = 5);
[] s = 6 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 2) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 7) & (d ′ = 6);
[] s = 7 → (s ′ = 7);
endmodule
The first thing to note is the reference to the kind of Markov chain being
addressed. In this example, a Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) was used.
This PRISM specification is composed of a single module, but if more than
one module is presented an implicit parallel composition of them is considered
as semantics [14]. This standard parallel composition can be customised to a
new semantics by the use of a system . . . endsystem section.
Inside a module, we can have local variables such as the s and d of this
example. Both are natural numbers, ranging from 0..7 and 0..6, respectively.
They need an initialisation. In this case, s is initially set to 4 and d to 0.
The rest of the module’s body is basically composed of a sequence of probabilistic transitions, each one starting with a choice ([]) operator. A transition has
a guard (expression before the → operator), followed by the destination alternatives. The alternatives are identified by the use of + signals. Each alternative
has a probability (or rate) before the colon and update rules afterwards. Each
update comes inside parenthesis and the apostrophe is used to characterise the
value of the variable in the next state of the system. The symbol & is used to
describe logic conjunction.
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Thus the transition
[] s = 0 → 0.5 : (s ′ = 1) + 0.5 : (s ′ = 2);
may be read as follows: if s = 0 holds, then this transition is fired. At this state,
we have a 50-50% alternative to update the variable s. In the first alternative,
the new value of s is set to 1. Otherwise, 2. Figure 3 shows its Markov chain5 .

Fig. 3. Markov chain for the 6-sided die

Finally, we can perform probabilistic analysis. For this example, we can calculate the probability of getting one of its 6-sides by writing the following property
(standing for “What is the chance of eventually s becomes 7 and d becomes x ?”)
const int x ;
P =? [F s = 7 & d = x ]
where the constant x refers to a specific face of the die (x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}). In
this example, the probability for each value of x equals 16.67%.

4

WatchDog Transformation

The concurrent language CSP was extended to incorporate probabilistic and
timed aspects in [16]. The probabilistic operator ⊞ was defined. However, this
extension was entirely theoretical; no tool support was available at that time. In
the work [8], a version of FDR was extended to handle the operator ⊞.
Essentially, the standard CSPM notation (the machine-readable version of
CSP used by FDR) was augmented by the following new operator ([· ∼ ·]). Let
P and Q be CSP processes. Then
P

m
(m+n)

n
⊞ (m+n)
Q == P [m ∼ n] Q

where m and n are natural numbers.
5

To create such a graph, we export the Markov model in the PRISM tool and use the
graphviz tool (http://www.graphviz.org/) to create Figure 3.
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The work [8], however, did not change the FDR algorithm to perform probabilistic analysis. Instead, FDR was extended to create a PRISM specification
from a refinement assertion. This translation is briefly described as follows.
The WatchDog Transformation consists in analysing the probability with
which a probabilistic CSP implementation (I ) refines a non-probabilistic CSP
specification process (S ). In this paper it is enough to briefly present the WatchDog Transformation concerning the traces semantics
S ⊑T I
It consists in mapping a specification process, say S , to a watchdog process that
monitors the traces of an implementation process, say I , to indicate whether
or not I refines S according to CSP’s traces semantics. Precisely, a watchdog
process WDTS is defined such that it can perform a distinguished fail event
when I performs a trace not allowed by S .
WDTS (i ) = (2 e ∈ αI ∩ A(i ) • e → WDTS (after (i , e)))
2
(2 e ∈ αI \ A(i ) • e → fail → STOP )
where A(i ) is calculated by FDR as part of the transformation.
The intention is that WDTS (i0 ) can perform any trace tr of I that S can
perform, but it can also perform events from the alphabet of I not allowed by
S /tr (after which it can only perform the event fail ). Note that this definition of
WDT is expressed in terms of the alphabet, αI , of the implementation process
I which again must be calculated as part of the transformation. The original
refinement check S ⊑T I is true precisely when WDTS (i0 ) ||αI I can never
perform the event fail .
The previous CSP process in its LTS semantic form is translated into a
PRISM specification based on a very few set of variables. The boolean variable
trace error matches the event fail . With this, the WatchDog Transformation
is able to calculate a probability using the following formula6
Pmax =? [F trace error ]
which mathematically corresponds to the following relation
S ⊑T I ⇔ Pmax = 0% [F trace error ]
The refinement holds exactly when the maximum probability of trace error
becomes true is zero (or the event fail never happens). Other interesting probabilities emerge when such a refinement can eventually fail. The interpretation of
the above relation is that Pmax =? [F trace error ] gives us the degree on which
the refinement S ⊑T I may fail.
Thus, to explore the traces refinement to get useful probabilistic temporal
analysis, one has to think of CSP processes as properties in such a way that the
6

Pmin can be used to calculate the minimum probability as well.
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traces refinement holds up to a certain point and then fail. From the temporal
formula operator F , the traces refinement must resemble a reachability analysis.
By default, the WatchDog Transformation creates an MDP PRISM specification. But, if non-determinism may be ignored (for instance, in the 6-sided
die example presented in Section 3), one can simply change the mdp directive
to a dtmc one in the PRISM specification. In such a case, the PRISM tool can
calculate a single probability instead of a min/max probabilistic interval.

4.1

CSP to PRISM

To illustrate that the Markov chain generated by this approach is exactly what
we need, we use the same example of Section 3. That algorithm written in CSP
can be described as follows.

channel die : {1..6}
SixSidedDie =
let
S 0 = S 1 [1 ∼ 1] S 2
S 1 = S 3 [1 ∼ 1] S 4
S 2 = S 5 [1 ∼ 1] S 6
S 3 = S 1 [1 ∼ 1] DIE (1)
S 4 = DIE (2) [1 ∼ 1] DIE (3)
S 5 = DIE (4) [1 ∼ 1] DIE (5)
S 6 = S 2 [1 ∼ 1] DIE (6)
DIE (x ) = die.x → DIE (x )
within S 0

To obtain the exact Markov chain as depicted in Figure 3, it suffices to apply
the WatchDog Transformation on the following refinement

RUN (αSixSidedDie) ⊑T SixSidedDie

The reason is simple. The process RUN (αSixSidedDie) can be refined by any
process in the traces model and thus the PRISM variable trace error is always
false and the formula Pmax =? [F trace error ] will always return 0%.
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The generated PRISM code in what follows is naturally different from the
one presented in Section 3. But its Markov chain is the same of Figure 3.
dtmc
moduleWATCHDOG
pc : [0..1] init 0;
trace error : bool init false;
[e2] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.1
[e2] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.1
[e3] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.3
[e3] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.3
[e4] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.2
[e4] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.2
[e5] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.4
[e5] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.4
[e6] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.6
[e6] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.6
[e7] pc! = 0 → 1 : (trace error ′ = true); //die.5
[e7] pc = 0 → 1 : (pc ′ = pc = 0?0 : 1); //die.5
endmodule
moduleP0
pc0 : [0..13] init 0;
[] pc0 = 0 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 1) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 2); // prob.0
[] pc0 = 1 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 3) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 4); // prob.1
[] pc0 = 2 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 5) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 6); // prob.2
[] pc0 = 3 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 1) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 7); // prob.3
[] pc0 = 4 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 8) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 9); // prob.4
[] pc0 = 5 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 10) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 11); // prob.5
[] pc0 = 6 → 0.5 : (pc0′ = 2) + 0.5 : (pc0′ = 12); // prob.6
[e2] pc0 = 7 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 7?7 : 13); //die.1
[e3] pc0 = 9 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 9?9 : 13); //die.3
[e4] pc0 = 8 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 8?8 : 13); //die.2
[e5] pc0 = 10 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 10?10 : 13); //die.4
[e6] pc0 = 12 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 12?12 : 13); //die.6
[e7] pc0 = 11 → 1 : (pc0′ = pc0 = 11?11 : 13); //die.5
endmodule
system
WATCHDOG || P0
endsystem

Instead of the variables s and d , we have integer variables whose prefix start
with pc (resembling the program counter of an assembly code and match the
LTS state) and the trace error boolean variable. Therefore, if one is interested
to analyse this generated PRISM code directly, instead of using the formula
P =? [F s = 7 & d = x ], it is necessary to use P =? [F pc0 = y] where y must
assume one of the values 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12, corresponding to the events
die.1,. . . , die.6, which can be detected by simply reading the comments.
Fortunately, we do not need to know anything about the pc variables, nor
the above automatically generated PRISM specification. Instead, we just have
to formulate the appropriate traces refinement directly in CSP terms and check
for Pmax =? [F trace error ]. For this example, the CSP refinement could be
Prop ⊑T SixSidedDie
where Prop = die.x → STOP and x ∈ {1..6} to check the probability of each
face of the die. The property Pmax =? [F trace error ] yields the probability of
83.33%. This means that the refinement Prop ⊑T SixSidedDie has a 16.67%
complementary probability of holding. This corresponds exactly to the calculation in the PRISM website and also shown here in Section 3.
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Using probabilities in RoboChart

In this section we present our strategy that allows probabilistic analysis of
RoboChart models. We first introduce the use of the probabilistic RoboChart
operator and then the extended RoboChart probabilistic semantics.
5.1

The RoboChart probabilistic operator

To create RoboChart models with probabilistic properties, we have to use a
specific operator: Probabilistic Junction ( P ). To illustrate its usage, we now
consider an extension of the state machine of the RoboChart model presented in
Section 2. We consider that the robot is equally likely to turn to the right and
to the left. This new model is shown in Figure 4.

Probabilistic Junction
Fig. 4. RoboChart: obstacle detection with probabilities.

In this new version, when an obstacle is detected, the control of the model
proceeds to a probabilistic junction between two equally likely alternatives. One
alternative moves into the TurningLeft state, in which the robot turns to the left.
The other alternative moves into the TurningRight state, turning the robot to
the right. Afterwards, in both cases, the control goes back to the Moving state.
In the current state of RoboChart, probabilistic properties cannot be automatically analysed, since there is no direct translation from RoboChart to a
probabilistic language. Recall from Section 2.1 that RoboChart models are automatically translated into CSP. This translation loses probabilistic aspects by
using internal choices as semantics. This does not represent the correct meaning
of a probabilistic specification; stochastic analyses cannot be done.
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Dealing with probabilities

To extend the semantics of RoboChart models to deal with probability aspects,
we have to consider the CSP probabilistic operator ⊞ to define the semantics of
P , instead of internal choices. Let h| · |i be this extended semantics.
To be able to analyse probabilistic RoboChart models, it suffices to apply the
strategy presented in Section 4. That is, take a RoboChart model R, formulate
the desired property about R as a CSP specification S , apply the WatchDog
Transformation on the refinement
S ⊑T h|R|i
and use the PRISM model checker using the single LTL formula
Pmax =? [F trace error ]
Finally, interpret the result of the above formula as it is related to S 6⊑T h|R|i.

6

Case Study

In this section, we present a RoboChart model with probabilistic primitives.
Furthermore, we also discuss some probabilistic analysis of the RoboChart model
that the robotic engineers are now able to do.
6.1

Obstacle Detection

In this section we just illustrate the kind of analysis we can perform on our
running example from Section 5.1.
We can use as property the following CSP specification.
Prop = moveCall → moveRet → SMovement obstacle →
SMovement turnRight → STOP
After performing the refinement
Prop ⊑T Obstable Detection
and checking for the probability of Pmax =? [F trace error ] we get 100%, indicating that (by the probabilistic complement) such a refinement does not hold.
6.2

Foraging Robot

This is a more complex example than the previous one. It is a simple foraging
robot. It is equipped with an idealised randomising device with two activities
that are equally likely to occur; the device generates an outcome in every time
step. The robot uses the device to decide whether to terminate or to continue a
particular activity (here, foraging). For reasons of its own, the robot may choose
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Fig. 5. RoboChart model

to ignore the outcome of the device. Finally, the robot considers only a limited
number of times whether to continue foraging (see Figure 5).
The initial transition in Foraging leads to state Forage, in which a number
of transitions can be taken. If a flip is allowed (represented by the occurrence
of the event flip), the robot may ignore the randomising device and remain in
the Forage state. Another possible transition from Forage happens when the
event flip occurs and the number of choices has not been exhausted, given by
(flips < N). The constant N represents the maximum number of choices. In this
case, the control proceeds to a probabilistic junction between two equally likely
alternatives. One alternative is to move into the Stop state, which it signals with
the stop event. The other is to return to the Forage state, signalling this with
the forage event. In both cases, the value of flips is incremented (flips = flips+1).
This is used by the machine to keep track of the number of choices made.
There is only one transition available in the Stop state: the flip event keeps
the controller in Stop; this transition is included to model the fact that flip occurs
in every time step, even when the controller has terminated.
The CSP refinement property to check this model can be written as:
Prop = (2 e : {flip, forage} • e → Prop)
2 stop → STOP
By varying the N from 1 to 20 we get the graph depicted in Figure 6.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we defined the semantics of the RoboChart probabilistic operator
P as the CSP probabilistic operator ⊞, preserving all the original CSP semantics
of RoboChart as provided by [21]. We then reused the WatchDog Transformation
provided by [8], obtaining a PRISM specification corresponding to the analysis
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Fig. 6. Graph for Foraging Robot model plotting N from 1 to 20

of a refinement such as P ⊑T Q, where Q is the probabilistic CSP specification
automatically generated by RoboTool and P is some property of interest.
The strategy reported in this paper has two main advantages over other
attempts found in literature. The first is that it is based on CSP refinement and
not in LTL model checking. This allows a more closer analysis style as already
present in RoboChart. The second is that all data structures and functional
language already available in CSP is inherited by the automatically generated
PRISM specification. This is very interesting because it is hard to find rich data
structures as well as a readable PRISM specification in literature.
One drawback of our strategy is that we never get a parameterised PRISM
specification. But we can generate several models, each one corresponding to
the values of the parameters being analysed. This is what the PRISM tool does
directly from a parameterised PRISM specification.
Some works have been proposed for analyzing stochastic properties of robotic
systems. In [13], probabilistic analysis are performed focusing on the robotic
control software, ignoring the environment. It manually captures probabilistic
state machines (using the PRISM language) of swarm systems from [15] in order
to check specific properties in PCTL. No formal semantics is reported in this
work. Probabilistic properties of swarm robotic models are also verified in [17].
It uses the process algebra Bio-PEPA [2] for modelling such models, which can
be mapping to PRISM models by the Bio-PEPA suite of software tools.
We are working on another route to analysis of RoboChart models. This
route goes from RoboChart to PRISM’s Reactive Modules formalism via probabilistic Statecharts [10], and will give an alternative way of establishing probabilistic temporal properties. This translation is being built from metamodels of
RoboChart, probabilistic Statecharts, and Reactive Modules, with the translation carried out using the Epsilon model transformation tool7 . Our translation
7

www.eclipse.org/epsilon/doc/book/
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can also be expressed in Unifying Theories of Programming [9] as a Galois connection between Statecharts and Reactive Modules, suggesting a bidirectional
transformation in Epsilon, supporting traceability of analysis results and counterexamples, and giving a formal way of verifying the translation using a semantics based on probabilistic predicate transformers in the style of McIver [19]. An
interesting question is whether this more direct route will lead to models with
different analysis performance in the PRISM tool.
Our translations will allow the use of more than just PRISM: the Reactive
Modules formalism is also used for input to the MRMC and Storm model checkers, amongst others, and a dialect of probabilistic CSP is used for input to the
PAT model checker [24]. We plan to explore the use of these alternatives and
compare their performance on benchmarks that we will establish in robotic and
autonomous control.
Finally, we plan to verify the results used in this paper, and in particular,
the WatchDog Transformation as an implementation technique, using the CSP
theories in Isabelle/UTP [5, 7, 6].
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